Wireless Business Lite

Wireless Internet is a Internet connectivity received through wireless Customer Premises Equipment (CPE), installed on your roof. This CPE points to
our nearest tower, (Jenny High-site), which in turn connects users to the Internet and other Jenny services.

Wireless Business Lite service is perfect for small businesses which requires a good daytime service with no need for night data, with the benefit of a
higher bursting line speed.
If you are not maxing out on your service, line speed will burst up to twice as fast to retrieve data, effectively giving you the experienced feeling of
running at almost double your service speed.

Optimised specifically for business use
Low contention ratios
Lightning fast with very low latency
We are a first-tier service provider and cater to a businesses stringent security requirements.
A connection that bursts, so you can experience a speed almost double your current line speed.
We offer reliable service and local support
A connection that bursts, so you can experience a speed almost double your current line speed.

Why shaping is necessary for an ISP ?
No Shaping
A totally unshaped Internet connection is usually advertised as an advantage but its NOT. If your connection is being abused, the service you want to
use online will not necessarily work correctly. This means your ISP’s network is also not managed optimally.

ISP Blanket Shaping
ISPs with the right equipment try to shape your connection so that you get an overall good Internet experience. This does not work because the provider
does not know how you use your Internet. They largely guess what you use it for. For example, if you are a gamer and the rest of your family is watching
videos on Facebook, this will result in high late

Jenny Priority Flow
We provide you with a control panel to shape your own Internet for optimal performance.
Here are the default settings and options available for the different services.

Jenny Priority Flow PDF Document

Example Gamer
Simply log into your My-Jenny control panel and tick boxes to change your shaping on your Internet connection.
If you are a gamer and have other people using Netflix and YouTube in your household.
You can select: [x] Gaming High Priority
This will allow games to get first priority on the Internet connection then Netflix and Youtube can use the rest.

Pricing
Uncapped 3-6 Mbps with 60 GB
Turbo GB
E 999.00

Uncapped 3-6 Mbps with 120 GB
Turbo GB
E 1399.00

Uncapped 4-8 Mbps with 350 GB
Turbo GB
E 2999.00

Uncapped Wireless Business Internet

Turbo Uncapped GB p/m
500 GB
350 GB
250 GB
120 GB
60 GB

4 Mbps - 8 Mbps
E 3799.00
E 2999.00
E 2399.00
E 1799.00
E 1299.00

3 Mbps - 6 Mbps
E 3399.00
E 2599.00
E 1999.00
E 1399.00
E 999.00

UnCapped Booster Prices

3 GB
E 69.00

6 GB
E 129.00

9 GB
E 189.00

15 GB
E 299.00

27 GB
E 499.00

54 GB
E 999.00
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Setup and Installation

Once the High Speed with Turbo Uncapped GB is reached your connection speed will be reduced like all uncapped services. You will be able to
BOOST your Internet speed back to High Speed with Turbo on the My Jenny page.

Setup and Installation Costs
Option 1 - Equipment Rental

Option 1 - Equipment Rental
Please Note :
Setup fee on equipment rental E 999 (Once Off)
Equipment rental is subject to approval by a Jenny Internet.
Standard Business CPE Equipment Rental: E 260 per month or
Extra High Power CPE Equipment Rental: E 625 per month
All prices on this website include VAT, all prices listed are per month, unless otherwise stated.
Download Equipment Rental Pricelist
One year contract period applies
Or
Option 2 - Equipment Purchase
Standard Business CPE Installation :
Extra High Power CPE Installation :
Please Note :

+- E 4499 incl VAT (once off payment)
+- E 7999 incl VAT (once off payment)

If extra equipment or labour is needed to complete the installation.
You will be notified before work is started and you will be-able to decide if you would like to proceed.
We recommend purchasing an internal wireless access point if you would like to connect to your devices on Wi-Fi.
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